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Join us February 23, 2017 for our 4th
annual Graduate Research Day in the
Ewart Angus Centre and HSC 1A6!
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FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS
Our faculty continue to excel in

Distinction Awards over the last two

teaching and research. Marie Elliot is

years. We’re also pleased to recognize

one of McMaster’s first crop of

the promotions of Drs. Dworkin,

“University Scholars” – an elite

Kajiura and Harvey to Associate

recognition for McMaster’s most

Professor and Drs. Dushoff, Elliot,

accomplished mid-career academics.
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Graham Scott now holds a Canada

promoted to full Professor over the

Research Chair, and received the

last two years. We also congratulate

We are sad for the passing of Art Yeas,

2017 Canadian Society of Zoologists
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Art in the Greenhouse harvesting
bamboo.

Investigator
has
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been

Rosa
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Gupta,

and

promote and fund a new greenhouse
closer to LSB. We also witnessed the
blooming of three Titan Arum plants,
acquired by Art in his last year with us.
Our third bloom, Feb 1, 2017, is
named Arthur, in his honour.
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PASSION FLOWER
Photo from McMaster Greenhouse Facebook

We congratulate Marvin
Gunderman on his award and
unquenchable spirit as an
entomologist and teacher in
our department.

DR. L. KAJIURA

McClelland
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UPDATES AROUND THE DEPARTMENT
Not only have our faculty been busy,

competition in synthetic biology, was

but so have the multiple facilities that

busy all summer working on a project

are a part of the Biology Department.

in

New this school year, the aquatics

Biology Lab. This student-led team is

facility in the basement of LSB has

supervised by Dr. Rosa da Silva and

been updated and now includes a

Alison Cowie, with support from

new multi-stressor unit for aquatic

Hamilton

experiments.
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At McMaster Forest, the tree census
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team
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iGEM are excited to have earned
international recognition in its first

Photo from McMaster Greenhouse Facebook

McMaster’s third Titan Arum, Arthur.
Keep up to date with the Biology
Greenhouse on facebook!

BIOLOGY GRADUATE
STUDENT AMBASSADORS
New this year to our department,
Biology
Graduate
Student
Ambassadors are here to answer
questions for potential and new
students interested in graduate
studies in our department! Special
thanks to Sarah (left), Paul (middle),
and Caroline (right), for kicking off
the ambassador program!

year of formal competition and plan to
expand the scope of their projects and
outreach

to

demonstrate

the

importance and potential of synthetic
biology research!
MCMASTER IGEM TEAM

SPARKUHL STUDENT SUMMER FELLOWSHIP
The award committee, consisting of Dr. Evans, Dr. Dworkin, and Dr. Golding, evaluated all
of the applications and were very impressed with the quality and thoughtfulness of all the
applications.
The committee had only one award available and this year it was awarded to Rebecca Voth!
She worked this past summer in Dr. Gupta’s lab, where her project involved CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing in the nematode C. briggsae to establish the technique in the Gupta lab and
explore the roles of unknown genes in this species.

REBECCA VOTH

